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DIMIN Image Viewer n5, is an image viewer that makes sure that every image is ready to be viewed and viewed! With DIMIN
Image Viewer n5, you can view images of different formats in a wide range of sizes in full-screen mode. At the same time you
can get access to different tools that allow you to edit images and view it in other ways as well. This application is a cool way to
view images, It is the best software tool to view images with the ease of windows and provide different tools for image editing.

With the help of this amazing software you can browse your images in the most efficient way with all the basic functions as well
as many others. It has a modern layout with the famous 3D effect which makes you feel like a movie and a fully developed user
interface to help you work with your images with ease. The most important tool that you will use is the full screen view in which
you can view the image just as you see it on the screen. This is the best way to view images with the ease of windows. When you

look at the images with DIMIN Image Viewer n5, it gives you all the basic information that you may need. Some of the key
features of this application are listed here: · Nice and User friendly interface; · Supports many image formats, including popular

such as: JPEG, GIF, TIFF, JPEG-2000, also supports many Digital Cameras RAW formats and provides RAW image size
guessing function; · Advanced Metadata support, including EXIF, IPTC, GeoTIFF, GeoJPEG-2000, Fluoview TIFF, etc.

Embedded IPTC viewer/editor, read/write support for EXIF, GeoTIFF and GeoJPEG2000, cross conversions and enhanced
metadata preview; · Advanced zoom tool allows perform most common operations using only your mouse Zoom, Hand move,
Walk on Play List, etc.; · Thumbnail view with cache; · Easy Read/Write multi-page images e.g. TIFF, GIF; · Slide show with

different effects; · Batch conversion and file rename tools; · Internet update capability; · Standard and unique visualization ideas
like: Full Screen Preview, Full Screen Navigator (a special tool to view big images, it's a really compact solution to have few of

GIS visualization tools over your hand), Full Screen Panoramic photo view and Image Compare tool; · Supports different
interface languages and ease
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View Image: View Image: View Image: Transparent Image: Use transparency (32bit) in a picture to view objects in the picture,
background and transparent objects are visible. Screenshots: Image 1: (no transparency) Image 2: (with transparency) Image 3:

(no transparency) Image 4: (with transparency) Image 5: (screenshot) Imgcomp Imgcomp is a small imagecompression program.
It can compress or decompress a jpg, bmp, jpeg2000, jpe, png, wmf, gif, tif, tiff, exr, targa, pdf, dng, and wmf image format.
Usage: 1. Set the source image name and click Compress. 2. The decompression function will be done automatically when you
are done with compression. 3. You can also click the menu item to select the decompression function. Features: · Can compress

or decompress (decompress by default) different image formats, jpg, jpeg, bmp, jpeg2000, jpe, png, wmf, gif, tif, tiff, exr,
targa, pdf, dng, and wmf, and the lossless format, jpeg-2000 · Can save compressed images in jpeg, jpeg2000, and png format ·
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Can save the compressed images in the extended window · Can save the compressed images in the full screen · Can convert one
image format to another · Can resize the image to the desired size · Can set image size to default size for each image type · Can
show the size, image width, image height, and image length · Can resize the selected area to the desired size · Can set the default
image size and display type for each image type · Can preview the images · Can set the image format · Can save the images as a

gif file · Can set the image quality · Can convert the image format · Can save the image in the 77a5ca646e
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DIMIN Image Viewer is a powerful image viewer with all the functions you need to edit, analyze and display your image with a
simple interface, no matter if you are a professional or just a beginner. It supports a variety of image formats, including popular
RAW format, as well as JPG, JPEG, TIFF, GIF, BMP, PNM, PNG, PCX, EPS, PSD and much more. With a lot of tools and
functionalities, DIMIN Image Viewer is the tool you need to manipulate and view your images easily and effectively. It includes
a collection of some of the most popular image filters, including Convert colors, Rotate, Blur, Find Edges, JPEG Loss-less
operations and many others. DIMIN Image Viewer can work with multi-monitor systems, including multi-monitor selection.
This software is used to view images of RAW format. With one click on the thumbnail, you can access to the gallery of
pictures. DIMIN Image Viewer is able to import and export BMP, EPS, PSD, PNG, PCX, PCV, GIF, JPEG, TIFF and many
more. If you want to view an image in its original format, you can choose the conversion function. Key Features: - Ability to
view large images without memory problems; - Simple and easy to use; - Support of different image formats; - Very fast speed;
- Ability to view images in a range of formats; - Ability to import and export BMP, EPS, PNG, PCX, PCV, GIF, JPEG, TIFF
and many other; - Multi-monitor support; - Very fast speed; - Ability to view images of RAW format; - Use a collection of
filters; - Ability to view images in a range of formats; - Thumbnail view with cache; - Ability to view images of RAW format; -
Very fast speed; - Drag and Drop File support; - Ability to view images in a range of formats; - Ability to view images in a range
of formats; - Batch conversion and file rename tools; - Ability to view images in a range of formats; - Smart sorting methods for
play list and thumbnails; - Different kind of filters like JPEG Loss-less operations and many others; - Multiple monitor support;
- Ability to view images in a range of formats; - Automatic file renaming

What's New In?

Dimin Image Viewer n5 is a free and useful image utility that lets you to view images in countless formats, and apply a variety
of effects with this powerful, small and fast application. Dimin Viewer incorporates unique visualization ideas, like Panoramic
Photographs Tool and Big Image Navigator. It also features multi language interface to feel yourself at home! Here are some
key features of "DIMIN Image Viewer n5": · Really cool modern user interface; · Supports many image formats, including
popular such as: JPEG, GIF, TIFF, JPEG-2000, also supports many Digital Cameras RAW formats and provides RAW image
size guessing function; · Advanced Metadata support, including EXIF, IPTC, GeoTIFF, GeoJPEG-2000, Fluoview TIFF, etc.
Embedded IPTC viewer/editor, read/write support for EXIF, GeoTIFF and GeoJPEG2000, cross conversions and enhanced
metadata preview; · Advanced zoom tool allows perform most common operations using only your mouse Zoom, Hand move,
Walk on Play List, etc.; · Thumbnail view with cache; · Easy Read/Write multi-page images e.g. TIFF, GIF; · Multi-monitor
support, full screen monitor selection; · Skin support; · Slide show with different effects; · Multi folder file manager tool, very
convenient for fast image organizing; · Batch conversion and file rename tools; · Internet update capability; · Standard and
unique visualization ideas like: Full Screen Preview, Full Screen Navigator (a special tool to view big images, it's a really
compact solution to have few of GIS visualization tools over your hand), Full Screen Panoramic photo view and Image Compare
tool; · Support for different interface languages and ease in translation; · Drag and Drop File and OLE Bitmap support; ·
Different filters: Convert colors, Rotate, Blur, Find Edges, JPEG Loss-less operations and many others; · Plug-in interface for
formats and filters including SDKs for mvc 6, 2003, c++builder and delphi; · *HTML web page generation - uses
HTMLDirCreate to create image galleries; Dimin Image Viewer n5 Description: Dimin Image Viewer n5 is a free and useful
image utility that lets you to view images in countless formats, and apply a variety of effects with this powerful, small and fast
application. Dimin Viewer incorporates unique visualization ideas, like Panoramic Photographs Tool and Big Image Navigator.
It also features
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System Requirements:

Required: Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10, and Server 2012/2008/2003 8GB RAM 256MB of video memory DirectX 11 compatible
video card or Intel HD Graphics 4000 Processor: Core 2 Duo 2.0GHz 2.4GHz DirectX 10 compatible video card or Intel HD
Graphics 3000 1.7GHz 1.9GHz 1.3GHz (Note: if you are using Windows 8,
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